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CONSULTANT + CONTRACTOR OPPORTUNITIES
Temporary Work
SEAD is seeking to grow our team and nurture our diaspora ecosystem.
To apply, please send your work portfolio link or resume and references to Katherine Nguyen at
katherine@theseadproject.org. Note: If you’ve already applied to similar roles and there have been no
updates to your application materials, please indicate it in your interest email.

Digital Organizer, Diaspora Movement Ecosystem
March - May (3 months/12 weeks) $25/hr, 15-20 hours per week
Location: Remote
Digital Organizer will create, implement, and manage rapid response content, campaigns, and political
education on digital platforms (phone, email, social media, website) to mobilize communities and shift
narratives on justice issues. Organizer will work closely with the communications strategist and organizing
team. Must haves: Seasoned digital organizing experience, highly knowledgeable about communications
and mobilization tools, compelling and effective multimedia storyteller, versed on insights and issues that
impact Southeast Asian diaspora communities, passionate about liberation for BIPOC communities,
justice-centered. This role has the possibility of extension.

Cultural Organizer, Healing Justice
March - May (4 months/12 weeks) $25/hr, 15 hours per week
Location: Based in Minneapolis, MN / socially distant / remote possible
Cultural Organizer will develop and facilitate space-holding as a healer and grow relationships as an
organizer by addressing accessible and holistic healing justice that is cross-cultural with our SEA and
BIPOC communities and a specific focus on ensuring culturally-informed mental health opportunities and
resources go directly to communities. Must haves: Healing background (all modalities welcomed), cultural
knowledge of Southeast Asian diaspora communities (Burmese, Hmong, Khmer, Lao, Vietnamese), strong
facilitation skills, community organizing experience.

Community Coordinator, Mutual Aid Project
March - August (6 months/24 weeks) $25/hr, 2
 5-30 hours per week
Location: Locally based in Minneapolis, MN / socially distant
Community Coordinator will lead the development, management, and implementation of culturally-relevant
content and ensure direct access to mutual aid resources for Southeast Asian communities (specifically
hard-to-reach rural and digital divide areas, vulnerable and marginalized identities). Must haves: Cultural
knowledge of Southeast Asian diaspora communities from Burma, Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam, solid
experience in community relations, strong skills in outreach and accessibility development, must be
equity-centered. This role has the possibility of extension.
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Cultural Arts Education & Engagement Producer
March - November (9 months/36 weeks) $35/hr, 30-35 hours per week
Location: Based in Minneapolis, MN / socially distant / remote possible
Cultural Arts Education & Engagement Producer will develop, plan, and implement innovative, radical, and
educational resources, tools, workshops, and other engagement activities on Southeast Asian histories,
cultures, people, and arts for the general public. Producer leads and supports facilitation alongside
community knowledge experts. Producer will work closely with community partners and the creative team.
Must haves: Strong experience in teaching Asian American/Southeast Asian studies, passionate about
ethnic studies, excellent facilitation skills, justice-oriented, well-connected with education networks, and
knowledgeable about content design. Focus groups: indigenous and ethnic groups from Burma,
Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam.

Creative Leadership Manager
May - August (4 months/18 weeks) $35/hr, 30-35 hours per week
Location: Locally based in Minneapolis, MN / socially distant
The Creative Leadership Manager will plan, implement, facilitate, and manage all aspects of the SEA
Change Lab leadership development program, which is a cohort model that grows emerging creatives
through arts and advocacy. Must haves: Cultivated and managed creative leadership development,
passionate about young people ages 18-25, solid facilitation skills, and justice-oriented.

